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Earphone and Aided Word Recognition Differences in Cochlear
Implant Candidates
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and Judy R. Dubno
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Objective: Compare word recognition scores for adults
undergoing cochlear implant evaluations (CIE) measured
using earphones and hearing aids.
Study Design: Retrospective review of data obtained during
adult CIEs.
Setting: Tertiary cochlear implant center.
Patients: Two hundred eight ears in 183 subjects with
greater than 10% word recognition scores measured with
earphones.
Interventions/Main Outcomes Measured: Preoperative
pure-tone thresholds and word recognition scores measured
with earphones and hearing aids.
Results: A review of audiological data obtained from 2012
to 2017 during adult CIEs was conducted. Overall, a weak
positive correlation (r ¼ 0.33, 95% confidence interval 0.17–
0.40, p < 0.001) was observed between word recognition
scores measured with earphones and hearing aids. Earphone
to aided differences (EAD)1 ranged from 38 to þ72%
(mean 14.3  19.9%). Consistent with EADs, 108 ears
(51.9%) had earphone scores that were significantly higher

than aided word recognition scores (þEAD), as determined
by 95% confidence intervals; for 14 ears (6.7%), earphone
scores were significantly lower than aided scores (EAD).
Moreover, of the patients with earphone word recognition
scores 50%, 82.6% were CI candidates based on aided
AzBioþ10 dB SNR scores.
Conclusion: These results demonstrate the limited diagnostic
value of word recognition scores measured under earphones
for patients undergoing CIE. Nevertheless, aided word
recognition is rarely measured before CIEs, which limits the
information available to determine CI candidacy and referral
for CIEs. Earlier and routine measurement of aided word
recognition may help guide clinical decision making by
determining the extent to which patients are achieving
maximum benefit with their hearing aids or should consider
cochlear implantation.
Key Words: Cochlear implant—
Hearing aids—Sensorineural hearing loss.

The standard clinical audiologic assessment includes
pure-tone air and bone conduction thresholds and
speech audiometry measured monaurally through earphones in a sound-treated room with speech presented at
high levels in quiet. Although aided speech recognition
measures can provide important supplementary information about the real-world communication abilities

of hearing-aid users, this assessment is not routinely
performed. Clinicians often assume that earphone
(headphone or insert) speech recognition scores can
accurately predict aided speech recognition ability
and, therefore, use it as a surrogate measure and to
determine cochlear implant (CI) candidacy (1). In reality, however, this assumption is not supported by available evidence, as there is a weak correlation between
these two measures. (2 –4)
In current clinical practice, aided speech recognition is
rarely, if ever, tested before cochlear implant evaluations
(CIEs). McRackan et al. (2) previously reported results
from a multicenter FDA trial with hearing-aid users in
which more than half of the subjects had >  10% point
discrepancy between earphone and aided word recognition scores and one-fifth had earphone scores that were
20% points higher than aided scores. This ‘‘earphoneto-aided difference’’ (or EAD) was defined as the earphone word recognition score minus the aided word
recognition score. Positive EAD (þEAD) was recognized as a marker for patients with poorer hearing and
poorer aided word recognition, but relatively high
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earphone word recognition scores (likely due to higher
speech presentation levels). Patients with a EAD had
word recognition scores measured with earphones that
were equal to or lower than aided scores (2).
Given that CI candidacy is based primarily on aided
speech recognition ability (60% best-aided condition;
50% ear to be implanted) (5), measuring outcomes that
accurately reflect a patient’s real-world communication
abilities with hearing aids is important for appropriate
clinical decision making for those with moderate to
profound sensorineural hearing loss. Currently, only
approximately 6 to 10% of the 2 million Americans
who qualify for implantation based on current FDA
criteria have received CIs (6–8). Many clinicians wait
until patients’ speech recognition scores measured under
earphones decrease precipitously before scheduling a
CIE (9). This practice may contribute to the gap separating criteria fulfillment and candidate identification. As
CI indications continue to expand, the importance of
narrowing this gap increases.
While EAD has been evaluated in hearing-aid users
to determine its predictive value, this metric has not
been assessed in patients with more severe hearing
loss who may be candidates for CIs. Thus, the primary
goal of this study was to determine the extent to which
speech recognition scores measured with earphones
accurately predict speech recognition scores with hearing
aids measured in the sound field for adults undergoing
CIEs. These results will demonstrate how well speech
recognition scores measured with earphones serve as a
surrogate for aided speech recognition scores, which are
the primary criteria for CI candidacy. A secondary goal
was to identify audiologic and patient-related characteristics that may be associated with EAD.

TABLE 1. Audiologic testing measures performed
Condition
Measure
Pure-tone thresholds
Speech recognition thresholds
CNC scores
AzBio quiet scores
AzBio þ10 dB SNR scores

Earphone

Aided

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

AzBio þ10 indicates sentence recognition in noise (þ10 dB
signal-to-noise ratio); AzBio, sentence recognition in quiet; CNC,
consonant–nucleus–consonant word recognition.

presented in noise (multitalker speech babble) at þ10 dB SNR
(AzBio þ10) scores were collected for the aided condition (11).
Aided speech recognition testing was performed with speech
presented at 60 dB SPL in the sound field in a sound-treated
room. Hearing-aid users were tested with their personal hearing
aids, while patients who did not use hearing aids were provided
stock hearing aids for testing. All hearing aids (personal and
stock) were programmed to meet NAL-RL targets and verified
using real ear measurements to optimize aided hearing for each
subject before testing.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated for all demographic
and audiologic variables. Statistical analyses of data were
performed using x2test or Fisher’s test for nominal variables
and independent sample t tests for continuous variables. Pearson correlations were used to quantify the relationship between
earphone and aided speech recognition scores. Correlation
coefficients <0.19 were considered very weak, 0.20 to 0.39
weak, 0.40 to 0.59 moderate, 0.60 to 0.79 strong, >0.80 very
strong (12).

RESULTS
METHODS
The study sample included postlingually deafened adults
undergoing CIEs at a single tertiary care university hospital.
The Institutional Review Board at the Medical University of
South Carolina approved the study, which included a retrospective chart review from January 2012 to December 2017. Patients
with record of a complete CIE not performed for the revision of
a previous implant were included in the study. Owing to floor
effects for speech recognition scores, ears with earphone word
recognition scores <10% were excluded from analysis. Each
individual ear’s data were treated as an independent value for
the purposes of this study.
Age, sex, race, ethnicity, insurance coverage, hearing-aid
use, and duration of hearing loss were reviewed for patients
fulfilling criteria for inclusion. Table 1 lists all audiological
tests performed. Pure-tone thresholds (measured at 250, 500,
1000, 2000, 4000, and 6000 Hz), pure-tone average (PTA)
(average of 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz thresholds), speech recognition
threshold (SRT), and consonant–nucleus–consonant word recognition (CNC) scores (10) in quiet were collected for the
earphone condition—representing the standard clinical hearing
assessment. Earphone CNC scores for each ear were obtained at
uncomfortable loudness level (UCL, determine with speech
signals) minus 5 dB for all patients. Pure-tone thresholds, PTA,
SRT, CNC, AzBio sentences in quiet, and AzBio sentences

During the study period, 208 of 600 patients undergoing a CIE met inclusion and exclusion criteria. For the
purpose of reporting results, ‘‘patients’’ will refer to the
number of implanted ears, acknowledging that 25 of the
208 patients received sequential bilateral CIs and therefore received 2 CIEs on separate dates. Table 2 describes
the demographics of the study sample. The mean duration of hearing loss before receiving a CIE was
24.1  16.5 years, and 78.9% of patients were hearingaid users before implantation. In comparing þEAD and
EAD patients, þEAD patients were older on average
(Table 2). No other demographic differences were identified between the groups.
The mean EAD for the study population was þ14.3%
with 61.7% (n ¼ 127) of patients having a þEAD  10%.
EAD distribution for the study sample is displayed in
Figure 1. Table 3 displays the earphone and aided audiologic results for the two groups. Statistically significant
differences were observed between þEAD and EAD
groups at several frequencies, with the þEAD cohort
having higher pure-tone thresholds in the lower frequencies measured under earphones and at all frequencies
measured in the sound field with hearing aids (Fig. 2).
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EARPHONE AND AIDED WORD RECOGNITION DIFFERENCES
TABLE 2.
Variable
Number
Age (mean  SD range)
Sex
Male
Female
Race
White
African American
Asian
Hearing-aid use
Yes
No
Duration of hearing loss

e545

Patient demographics for the entire cohort and the two EAD groups
All

EAD

þEAD

p Value

208
68.3  13.1 (24–94)

52
64.1  14.0 (27–94)

156
69.7  12.5 (24–94)

0.01a

121 (58.2%)
87 (41.8%)

31 (59.6%)
21 (40.4%)

90 (57.7%)
66 (42.3%)

0.81

179 (86.1%)
28 (13.5%)
0 (0%)

42 (80.8%)
10 (19.2%)
0 (0%)

137 (87.8%)
18 (11.5%)
1 (0.6%)

0.32

164 (78.8%)
44 (21.2)
24.1  16.5

38 (73.1%)
14 (26.9%)
21.8  14.8

126 (80.8%)
30 (19.2%)
24.9  17.1

0.24
0.24

EAD indicates earphone to aided difference.
Statistical significance.

a

Patients with þEADs also had higher earphone and aided
PTAs and SRTs than patients with EADs. CNC scores
measured under earphone were higher for þEAD patients
than for EAD patients despite similar presentation levels
(Table 4). In contrast, aided scores for CNC words, AzBio
sentences in quiet, and AzBio þ10 dB SNR for EAD
patients were significantly higher than scores for
þEAD patients.
To test the widely accepted assumption that scores
measured with earphones are accurate predictors of
speech recognition with hearing aids, earphone word
recognition (CNC) scores were plotted against aided
word and sentence recognition scores (Figs. 3–5). These
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FIG. 1. Number of participants for a given increment of þEAD
and EAD (in percent). Each histogram bar includes a range from
its numerical value to the next positive value for þEAD and to the
next negative value for EAD. For example, the bar labeled ‘‘2’’
includes EAD values from 2 to 8% and the bar labelled ‘‘10’’
includes EAD values from 10 to 18%. EAD indicates earphone
to aided difference. Striped bars represent EAD subjects and
solid bars represent þEAD subjects.

comparisons test the assumption that word recognition
scores measured under earphones can act as a surrogate in
assessing real-world communication abilities with hearing aids and, therefore, can be used to determine a
patient’s need for hearing aids or CIs. Weak positive
correlations were observed between earphone CNC and
aided CNC scores (Fig. 3, r ¼ 0.33) and earphone CNC
and aided AzBio þ10 scores (Fig. 5, r ¼ 0.35). A moderate positive correlation was found between earphone
CNC scores and aided AzBio quiet scores (Fig. 4,
r ¼ 0.40).
When comparing earphone and aided CNC scores
(Fig. 3), 51.9% (n ¼ 108) of patients fell below the
95% confidence interval (meaning their earphone scores
were significantly higher than their aided scores, or
þEAD). Only 6.7% (n ¼ 14) of patients were above
the 95% confidence interval (meaning their aided scores
were significantly higher than their earphone scores, or
EAD). Similar patterns were observed with CNCAzBio comparisons. For earphone CNC scores and aided
AzBio quiet scores (Fig. 5), 41.5% (N ¼ 78) fell below
and 13.3% (n ¼ 25) fell above the 95% confidence
interval. Comparing CNC scores and AzBio þ10
(Fig. 4), 56.1% (n ¼ 46) of patients fell below and
13.4% (n ¼ 11) fell above the 95% confidence interval.
þEAD patients comprised 97.4% (n ¼ 76) and 89.1%
(n ¼ 41) of patients lower than the 95% confidence
interval for AzBio quiet and noise, respectively. The
weak correlations between earphone and aided speech
recognition scores, together with large percentages of
patients showing significantly poorer aided speech recognition scores than earphone scores, support the early
and routine measurement of aided speech recognition for
appropriate clinical decision making about the use of
hearing aids and potential CI candidacy (Figs. 3–5).
Patients with earphone word recognition scores 50%
have not traditionally undergone aided speech recognition testing because they are not routinely recommended
for CIEs (9) and are assumed to be good candidates for
hearing aids (1). To test the 50% score criterion, we
determined aided scores for the 37 patients (17.8%) in
Otology & Neurotology, Vol. 39, No. 7, 2018
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TABLE 3.

Condition

Preoperative pure-tone thresholds for the entire cohort and the two EAD groups
Frequency (Hz)

All (dB HL)

EAD (dB HL)

þEAD (dB HL)

p Value

250
500
1000
2000
4000
6000
250
500
1000
2000
4000
6000

59.1  21.9
64.2  19.2
73.5  14.2
83.0  18.9
91.7  22.1
97.6  22.1
38.1  15.4
35.0  11.8
36.2  12.0
42.8  16.1
58.9  24.4
65.8  24.7

50.7  22.3
56.9  19.9
70.6  10.7
82.5  19.8
88.4  23.5
93.6  22.9
31.0  12.1
31.3  9.0
32.9  8.9
38.8  15.4
52.5  24.0
57.4  23.2

61.9  21.1
66.6  18.3
74.5  15.1
83.1  18.7
92.8  21.6
98.9  21.8
40.5  15.6
36.2  12.3
37.3  12.7
44.1  16.2
61.1  24.2
68.5  24.6

<0.00a
<0.00a
0.04a
0.83
0.21
0.14
<0.00a
0.01a
0.02a
0.04a
0.03a
0.01a

Earphone (mean  SD)

Aided (mean  SD)

EAD indicates earphone to aided difference.
a
Statistical significance.

our study sample whose earphone CNC scores were
50%. For these patients, aided scores were on average
35.8% poorer than earphone CNC scores (þ35.8%
EAD), suggesting that the 50% criterion for earphone
scores is not appropriately identifying patients with
relatively poor aided speech recognition, that is, those
patients who may be CI candidates. Similarly, for 60.7
and 82.6% of this cohort, aided AzBio scores were poorer
than 50% in quiet and noise, respectively, making these
patients appropriate CI candidates despite earphone
scores 50%. When comparing patients with earphone
CNC scores above and below 50%, no significant differences were found for PTA, SRT, and CNC presentation
-EAD aided
+EAD aided
-EAD earphone
+EAD earphone

Pure-tone Threshold (dB HL)
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FIG. 2. Mean earphone and aided pure-tone thresholds for
þEAD and EAD groups with error bars indicating  1 standard
error at each frequency. Statistically significant differences in
earphone pure-tone thresholds were found at 250, 500, and
1000 Hz. Aided thresholds significantly differed at all frequencies
measured (asterisks, all p < 0.05).

levels measured under earphones, and aided scores for
AzBio þ10 (Table 5). Therefore, without the ability to
accurately predict aided scores from earphone scores or
from other audiometric measures, direct measures of
aided speech recognition are necessary to identify those
patients who are potential CI candidates.
DISCUSSION
Identifying adult CI candidates has become more
challenging in recent years due to changing CI indications. Thirty years ago, adult CI candidates were primarily patients who were profoundly deaf with little to no
measurable speech recognition (aided or earphone) and,
therefore, were easy to identify based on standard audiological assessments. However, as CI technology and
indications have evolved, patients are being implanted
with more and more residual hearing and better speech
recognition (13,14), making it more challenging to
appropriately recommend patients for CIEs (15). Difficulty in identifying CI candidates has likely played a
significant role in the estimated 6 to 10% CI utilization
rate in the United States (7).
The widespread assumption that speech recognition
measured under earphones (such as earphone scores
50%) accurately predicts good benefit with hearing
aids (1) may play a role in the low CI utilization rates.
Such earphone-based word recognition criteria without
direct assessment of aided speech recognition may also
delay the time between identifying a patient as a potential
CI candidate and recommending a CIE. The results of the
current study provide evidence that does not support this
assumption and a 50% score criterion, including weak to
moderate positive correlations between earphone and
aided speech recognition scores, which is consistent with
previously published data (2,4,16). In a majority of
patients, earphone CNC scores overestimated patients’
aided speech recognition ability. Aided CNC, AzBio
quiet, and AzBio noise scores for a majority of patients
were significantly poorer than their earphone CNC
scores. Moreover, 61.1% of patients were found to have
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TABLE 4.

Preoperative speech recognition scores for the entire cohort and the two EAD groups
Variable

All

EAD

þEAD

p Value

PTA (dB HL)
SRT (dB HL)
CNC (%)
CNC level (dB SPL)
PTA (dB HL)
SRT (dB HL)
CNC (%)
AzBio (%)
AzBio þ10 (%)

73.6  12.8
65.6  15.1
32.0  18.4
93.3  9.8
38.0  10.4
37.4  9.7
17.8  15.8
25.0  21.0
22.8  20.8

70.0  10.5
59.6  12.2
22.0  11.7
92.0  8.7
34.3  8.4
33.2  5.9
33.9  13.6
37.5  21.3
29.8  19.5

74.8  13.3
67.6  15.4
35.4  19.0
93.7  10.1
39.2  10.7
38.9  10.3
13.1  13.5
21.9  19.78
19.1  20.6

0.01a
<0.00a
<0.00a
0.28
<0.00a
<0.00a
<0.00a
<0.00a
0.03a

Condition
Earphone (mean  SD)

Aided (mean  SD)
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AzBio þ10 indicates sentence recognition in noise (þ10 dB signal-to-noise ratio); AzBio, sentence recognition in quiet; CNC level,
presentation level for CNC word recognition. CNC, consonant–nucleus–consonant word recognition; EAD, earphone to aided difference; PTA,
pure-tone average; SRT, speech recognition threshold.
a
Statistical significance.

10% higher CNC scores measured under earphones
than with hearing aids (EAD 10%). These data reveal
that a large number of patients are potential CI candidates
based on direct measures of aided speech recognition,
and are inaccurately assumed from earphone scores to
achieve sufficient benefit with hearing aids.
Gubbels et al. (9) recently published their series of
patients undergoing CIEs and found highly specific
unaided PTA and earphone word recognition scores that
resulted in patients being CI candidates. These results are
useful for efficient referral, so practitioners may ensure
that the majority of patients who are recommended for
CIEs are appropriate candidates for cochlear implantation. However, the focus on specificity over sensitivity
means that a large number of patients who may meet CI
criteria may not be recommended for CIEs. To directly

100

investigate this question, we reviewed results for a subset
of patients with earphone CNC scores 50% who may
not have traditionally been recommended for CIEs. On
average, aided scores for this subset of patients were
35.8% poorer than earphone CNC scores (þ35.8%
EAD). Further, 82.6% of these patients would be considered CI candidates based on aided sentence recognition in
noise. Therefore, speech recognition scores measured
under earphones may overestimate hearing-aid benefit,
are not accurate predictors of CI candidacy, and may
delay these patients from appropriate CIE referrals.
The current study provides additional evidence to
support the evaluation of aided speech recognition as
an early and routine component of audiologic assessments (2,4,16). The customary clinical practice of assuming a patient’s earphone speech recognition ability
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FIG. 3. Earphone word recognition scores plotted against aided
scores. Black lines indicate 95% confidence interval. The correlation between earphone and aided word recognition scores was
statistically significant (r ¼ 0.33; 95% CI 0.172–0.395; p ¼ <0.001;
n ¼ 208).
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FIG. 4. Earphone word recognition scores plotted against aided
AzBio sentence scores in quiet. Black lines indicate 95% confidence interval. The correlation between earphone word recognition and aided sentence scores in quiet was statistically significant
(r ¼ 0.400; 95% CI 0.299–0.625; p ¼ <0.001; n ¼ 166).
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FIG. 5. Earphone word recognition scores plotted against aided
AzBio sentence scores in noise. Lines indicate 95% confidence
interval. The correlation between earphone word recognition and
aided sentence scores in noise was statistically significant
(r ¼ 0.349; 95% CI 0.150–0.595; p ¼ 0.001; n ¼ 82).

accurately predicts their hearing-aid benefit is not supported by evidence from the current study. The lack of
correspondence between earphone and aided speech
recognition scores has previously been shown for
patients with mild to moderate hearing loss using hearing
aids (2,4) and similar findings are now shown for
patients with more severe hearing loss who may be CI
candidates. By directly assessing aided speech recognition, clinicians and patients can gain a better understanding of the patient’s real-world communication abilities
with hearing aids and determine if changes are needed.
This can lead to improved hearing-aid satisfaction if
successful programming changes are made or increased
CI utilization if patients are found to be appropriate CI
TABLE 5.

Preoperative characteristics for patients whose CNC word recognition scores are above and below 50%

Condition
Earphone (mean  SD)

Aided (mean  SD)

candidates. The current practice can cause a delay in the
time when a patient is recommended for a CIE, which
can increase the duration of hearing loss before implantation—a known poor prognostic factor for CI outcomes
(17,18).
Similar to earlier work, we found higher PTAs, SRTs,
and earphone word recognition scores in the þEAD
group (2). In the previous study, speech presentation
levels for earphone word recognition were set at a fixed
level above SRT leading to higher presentation levels for
the þEAD than the EAD group. Given their higher
SRTs, it was hypothesized that the þEAD group had
higher earphone word recognition scores due to the
higher speech presentation levels, which explained the
large differences in the earphone and aided scores. In
contrast, the current study used UCL 5 dB for all
patients (19), which resulted in similar and much higher
speech presentation levels between þEAD and EAD
groups, and better average CNC scores for þEAD than
EAD groups. More research is needed to determine the
sources of the differences between earphone and aided
speech recognition for older adults with moderate to
severe hearing loss. In the current study, advanced age
and higher low frequency pure-tone thresholds were
associated with þEAD, but these findings would be
difficult to apply to the clinical setting as there are no
clear cutoffs for age or pure-tone thresholds that accurately predict differences in earphone and aided speech
recognition (EAD). Ultimately, the early and routine
assessment of aided speech recognition would provide
important information for clinical decision making
and may lead to treatment changes that can improve
patient outcomes.
The main limitation of this study is that it included
only patients undergoing CIEs, which does not represent
a random sample of adults with hearing loss. Patients
undergoing CIEs may be less satisfied with their hearingaid benefit and are looking for an alternative. This
sampling bias could also increase the number of individuals with poorer aided speech recognition (þEAD).
Nevertheless, the large sample of patients in this study

Variable

CNC  50%

CNC <50%

p Value

EAD
PTA
SRT
CNC
CNC dB
PTA
SRT
CNC
AzBio
AzBio þ10

35.76  19.52
71.08  14.40
66.35  15.44
63.38  11.43
92.98  13.00
35.63  7.05
36.11  6.67
27.62  17.68
41.04  24.07
29.61  23.57

9.62  16.70
74.10  12.34
65.44  15.03
25.23  11.11
93.39  9.02
38.48  10.95
37.65  10.25
15.61  14.56
21.76  18.79
20.08  19.11

<0.00a
0.19
0.74
<0.00a
0.78
0.05a
0.26
<0.00a
<0.00a
0.06

AzBio þ10 indicates sentence recognition in noise; AzBio, sentence recognition in quiet; CNC dB, presentation level for CNC word
recognition. CNC, consonant–nucleus–consonant word recognition; EAD, earphone to aided difference; PTA, pure-tone average; SRT, speech
recognition threshold.
a
Statistical significance.
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represents our actual clinic inventory and their preoperative communication abilities measured under earphones
and with hearing aids.
CONCLUSIONS
In evaluating the standard audiologic test battery in
patients undergoing CIEs, we observed weak to moderate
positive correlations between earphone and aided speech
recognition scores. These results provide evidence that
does not support the widespread clinical assumption that
patient’s earphone speech recognition scores measured
under earphones provide an accurate estimate of their
aided speech recognition scores. Patients whose speech
recognition scores measured under earphones that were
higher than the commonly recognized criterion for CIE
recommendation (e.g., 50%) may indeed be CI candidates
based on significantly poorer aided speech recognition.
This discrepancy may play a significant role in the delay
patients experience in being referred for a CIE and the
overall low CI utilization rate. These results also provide
additional evidence for the early and routine assessment of
aided speech recognition as part of the standard audiologic
test battery to better understand patients’ real-world communication abilities with hearing aids.
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